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Prescott Farm Visitor Quest Clues 

Made by WildQuest Campers from Outdoor Adventures Week 2018 

What is a “quest”? A quest is a search for something! Here at Prescott Farm, you 

are searching for 5 challenges hidden on our trails.  Follow the clues below to lead 

you on your journey. 

Challenge: Pre-K Pioneers 

Head behind the Pardoe Building and find the first orange blaze. 

Walk along the hill to the right of the orange blaze until you get 

to the old white pine with the large rock at its base. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge: Quester 2 Group 

Now from the orange and head to the yellow. 

Take a right to help out some fellows.  

Your mission awaits you, 

Just before the trail meets the blue.  

Find some PomPom Critters in a box. 

To find them you will have to be as sly as a fox. 
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Challenge: Quester 1 Group 

Find where the blue and red trails meet for your scavenger hunt challenge. 

 

Challenge: Quester Group 3 

Fire Building! 

If making a fire is what you desire, 

Go down the blue trail and find set up three camp fires. 

A wind breaker, a tepee, and a log cabin you will (not light, but) make. 

All of your skill is all it will take. 

Include a photo of each 

For others to teach! 

Tag us online in Instagram or Facebook 

And we can share for others to look. 

 

Challenge from LIT Group: All KNOTted Up 

1. To find this challenge, search for the tree that used to be KNOTTED up! 

2. Cross ropes and cross trails at this challenge. 

3. At the top of the white trail, get all TWISTED up. 

4. (Find your challenge in the box near the “Twisty Tree”!) 


